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Antonio Bononcini’s Career
For several decades the musical life of Antonio Maria 
Bononcini was closely intertwined with that of his 
equally musical elder brother, Giovanni. Giovanni (1670–
1747) and Antonio (1677–1726) were the sons of the prom-
inent Modenese theorist and composer Giovanni Maria 
Bononcini (1642–78), who died when the boys were ages 
eight and one, respectively. By 1686 Antonio, like his 
brother, was a member of Giovanni Paolo Colonna’s scuola
at Bologna, where he also played in the orchestra of the 
Bolognese papal legate, Cardinal Benedetto Pamphili. 
Antonio’s principal instrument appears to have been the 
cello. After he followed his brother to Rome, sometime 
after Giovanni had settled there in 1692, he was named 
first among Roman cellists,1 and, by 1696, had become 
a member of the Congregazione di Santa Cecilia. His 
earliest dated composition, a Laudate pueri (19 February 
1693) for soprano and basso continuo, features an elabo-
rate cello solo, and his twelve sonatas for cello and basso 
continuo, from the same period, are among the earliest 
known examples of the genre.2 Antonio seems to have 
written only one dramatic work for Rome, the brief, alle-
gorical La fama eroica (1698), which praised the Venetian 
cardinal, Giorgio Cornaro.3

Following his brother yet again, Antonio moved to 
Vienna after Giovanni received a position at the court of 
Emperor Leopold I sometime in 1697. However, the date 
of Antonio’s arrival in the imperial court and the extent 

of his activities there before 1705 remain unknown.4
The first mention of Antonio north of the Alps is found 
in Georg Philipp Telemann’s autobiography, where 
Telemann reports that in 1702 he heard both Bononcinis 
play in the premiere of Giovanni’s Polifemo at the court 
of Queen Sophie Charlotte in Berlin,5 where the brothers 
had traveled to escape the limited funding opportuni-
ties in Vienna brought on by the costly campaign in the 
War of the Spanish Succession.6 The Bononcinis, as well 
as other artists who sojourned in Berlin, appear to have 
returned to Vienna by March 1703.

When Antonio began his service to the Habsburg em-
peror, he was still a young and little-known composer. He 
arrived in Vienna at a time when music at the Habsburg 
court was undergoing a significant transformation. The 
kapellmeister Antonio Draghi (1634–1700) had domi-
nated musical activity in Vienna for nearly forty years.7
During Draghi’s leadership of the Hofmusikkapelle, the 
style of Italian operas, oratorios, and cantatas underwent 
little change. As a result, Vienna lagged behind the sty-
listic innovations that were occurring in cities such as 
Venice, Rome, and Naples. During the first decade of 
the eighteenth century, a new generation of Italian com-
posers brought the latest style to Vienna. These new-
comers included the Veronese composer Carlo Agostino 
Badia (1672–1738), who was soon joined by Marc’Antonio 
Ziani (ca. 1653–1715), Attilio Ariosti (1666–1729), and the 

Introduction

1. See Lowell E. Lindgren, introduction to Antonio Bononcini, 
Complete Sonatas for Violoncello and Basso Continuo, Recent 
Researches in the Music of the Baroque Era, vol. 77 (Madison: 
A-R Editions, 1996), viii, https://doi.org/10.31022/B077.

2. For more on Antonio’s cello style, see Brent Wissick, “The 
Cello Music of Antonio Bononcini: Violone, Violoncello da 
Spalla, and the Cello ‘Schools’ of Bologna and Rome,” Journal 
of Seventeenth-Century Music 12 (2006), https://sscm-jscm.org
/v12/no1/wissick.html#_edn1. Antonio’s cantata Mentre al 
novo apparir, written during his later years in Vienna and in-
cluded in the present edition, reveals his continued interest in 
featuring the cello as a prominent solo instrument; see “The Six 
Cantatas from A-Wn, Mus.Hs.17607” below.

3. See The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd 
ed. (hereafter NG2), s.v. “Bononcini, Antonio Maria” (pp. 877–
78), by Lowell Lindgren. His brother’s celebrated opera Il trionfo 
di Camilla (1696) has often been falsely attributed to him. See 
Bononcini, Complete Sonatas, vii.

4. No references to Antonio are given in Ludwig Ritter von 
Köchel, Die kaiserlich Hof-Musikkapelle in Wien von 1563–1864 
(Vienna: Beck, 1869; repr., Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1976); in 
Herwig Knaus, Die Musiker im Archivbestand des Kaiserlichen 
Obersthofmeisteramtes (1637–1705), 3 vols. (Vienna: Böhlau in 
Kommission, 1967–69); or in Herwig Knaus, “Die Musiker in 
den geheimen kaiserlichen Kammerzahlamtsrechnungsbüchern 
(1669, 1705–1711),” Anzeiger der phil.-hist. Klasse der österreich-
ischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 106 (1969): 14–18.

5. Reported in Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehren-
Pforte (Hamburg, 1740), 359.

6. Antonio and Giovanni left Vienna sometime at the end 
of 1701 or the beginning of 1702, arriving at the court of the 
Prussian queen before 27 May 1702. See the letter from Sophie 
Charlotte to Baron Hans Caspar von Bothmer of Hanover in 
Richard Doebner, ed., Briefe der Königin Sophie Charlotte von 
Preussen und der Kurfürstin Sophie von Hannover an hannoversche 
Diplomaten (Leipzig: Hirzel, 1905), 19–21.

7. Concerning Draghi as a cantata composer, see Lawrence 
Bennett, The Italian Cantata in Vienna: Entertainment in the Age 
of Absolutism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013), 
70–76.
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Texts and Translations

The spelling and orthography found in Mus.Hs.17607 are typical of early eighteenth-
century style. For this edition, spelling, orthography, capitalization, and punctuation 
have been modernized. Most of the diÅerences concern the standardization of accent 
marks. Thus, for example, the modern versions of the words a, benché, ché, ho, ma, no,
perché, sì, sta, and tra have replaced the versions found in the manuscript: à, benche, che,
hò, mà, nò, perche, si, stà, and trà. Source abbreviations, such as n for non or a macron over 
a letter indicating a doubled consonant, have been tacitly realized. Translations are by 
Lucia Marchi.

Sul margine adorato
Sul margine adorato
Di vago ruscelletto
Che limpido scorrea
Nel sen di un prato, all’onda, al bosco, al vento
Scuoprì Tirsi così l’aspro tormento:

On the beloved banks
of a beautiful stream,
which ran clear in a meadow,
Thyrsis gave voice to his bitter suÅering
to the forest and to the wind with these words:

Mentre io vi miro
Gir tanto chiare
Di sasso in sasso
Onde correnti,

While I look at you
going so clear
from stone to stone,
O running waves,

Temo o sospiro
Ch’un giorno amare
Non diventiate
Se vi mischiate
Co’ miei lamenti.

I fear and sigh
that one day
you will turn bitter
by mixing
with my laments.

Ma se poi volgo i lumi
Queste erbette a mirar, e questi fiori,
Par che dichino al cor con muta voce:
“Tirsi, spera goder felici amori.”

But then, if I turn my eyes
to look at this grass and these flowers,
they seem to say to my heart with mute voice:
“Thyrsis, hope to enjoy happy love.”

Benché m’abbia la cruda saetta
Di Cupido quest’alma ferita,
Su quel campo la tenera erbetta
Col suo verde a sperare m’invita.

Although the cruel arrow of Cupid
has wounded my soul,
on this meadow the tender grass
invites me to hope, with its green color.

Dunque sperar degg’io che si cangi
Colei che mi tradì? Ah, sì, sì,
Scorri tra queste sponde,
Innamorato core,
Ché non sempre tra nubi il sol si asconde.

Should I therefore hope that she
who betrayed me will change?
Ah yes, run between these banks,
my enamored heart,
because the sun is not always hidden by clouds.

Io t’amo tanto, tanto,
Che senza fiero incanto
Non posso abbandonarti
Idolo mio, mio ben.

I love you so much,
that I cannot leave you,
my love,
without a strong enchantment.

Mi struggo, è vero, in pianto,
Ma vuò che sia mio vanto
Morire per amarti,
Gioia cara del mio sen.

I am consumed by crying—it is true—
but I want as my pride
to die loving you,
O joy of my heart.
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Vorrei, pupille belle
1. [Arioso—Recitative—Arioso]
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Critical Report

Sources
The principal source for the six cantatas presented in this 
edition is Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 
Mus.Hs.17607 (hereafter MS 17607). MS 17607 is an ele-
gantly copied, oblong manuscript with dimensions of 
21.2 × 29.5 cm. It consists of 120 folios; the foliation in the 
manuscript is in modern pencil. Each page contains eight 
staves, which hold music for strings, voice, and basso 
continuo. The imprint “Cantate con violini di Antonio 
Bononcini” appears on the front of the brown leather 
binding. The three-crescent watermarks (Heawood 
866 and 868)1 are typical of those found in many early 
eighteenth-century Viennese manuscripts. A single copy-
ist prepared the entire manuscript.

Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus.
Hs.15931/1–6 (hereafter MS 15931) preserves the instru-
mental partbooks for solo violins and violoncello di 
concerto and ripieno violins and contrabasso di concerto 
grosso (see table 1 in the introduction). Unlike MS 17607, 
the da capos are not written out in any of the parts, and 
the recitatives are not included in either the violoncello 
or contrabasso parts; this latter point explains why, when 
an aria is preceded by a recitative, the final line of the 
recitative is written as a textual cue before the aria.2 The 
partbooks have been consulted as supplemental sources. 
They are preserved in oblong manuscripts with brown 
leather binding. Each page contains eight staves. The 
scribe for the partbooks is diÅerent from the one who 
prepared MS 17607.

Editorial Methods
The ordering of the six cantatas and the movements 
within each cantata reflects the sources. The title of each 
cantata is taken from the first complete line of text, except 
for the fourth cantata, the title of which (Lontananza) is 
taken from the principal source. The movements within 

the cantatas have been numbered, and generic move-
ment titles are provided in brackets. The independently 
notated instrumental ritornellos are combined with the 
arias that precede them. Measure numbers are added, 
and they begin anew for each movement. Score order fol-
lows the principal source, with the independent violon-
cello part added below the violins. English part names 
have been added tacitly. The soprano (C1) and alto (C3) 
clefs used for the original vocal parts have been changed 
to treble clefs. Clef changes in the violoncello staÅ have 
been regularized. The continuo staÅ has been set in bass 
(F4) clef throughout, despite changes to tenor (C4) clef in 
the source. Double barlines are used to delineate sections 
and the independently notated ritornellos. Barlines at the 
ends of movements have been tacitly modernized.

Tempo markings, key signatures, and time signatures 
are those found in the principal source unless noted oth-
erwise. Tempo markings have been moved above the vio-
lin 1 part. Performance directives and section labels have 
been regularized. Solo and tutti markings lacking in the 
principal source have been added tacitly according to 
the ripieno parts showing rests during solo sections. The 
primary dynamic markings found in the sources are the 
abbreviations for piano (p or p:o), which have been tacitly 
regularized to p in the edition; forte appears in the fourth 
cantata (see, e.g., “Quanto più cara,” m. 17), which is ab-
breviated as f. The positions of all dynamics have been 
standardized within each staÅ. Dynamic markings pres-
ent in the parts but lacking in the principal source are 
adopted without comment.

Original note values are retained in the edition, but 
when tied notes within a measure can be expressed with 
a single note value, the latter has been tacitly adopted. 
Stem directions, beaming patterns, rests, and rhythmic 
groupings of notes and rests have been made to conform 
to modern conventions. Commonly occurring scribal 
omissions (such as augmentation dots for rests and mea-
sure rests) have been added without comment. Triplet nu-
merals have been placed at the beam side of note group-
ings, with the exception of those for the voice, which have 
been consistently moved above note groupings; after 
an established pattern, additional triplet numerals have 
been tacitly omitted. Placement of slurs and ties has been 
regularized. Where a slurred phrase begins or ends with 
tied notes, the slurs are extended to encompass ties. Slurs 
indicating triplet groupings are omitted without com-
ment. When the beginning and ending points of slurs 

1. Edward Heawood, Watermarks: Mainly of the 17th and 18th 
Centuries (Hilversum, Holland: Paper Publications Society, 
1950).

2. In his catalog of the manuscripts in the Austrian National 
Library, Joseph Mantuani assumed that MS 15931 contained a 
completely diÅerent set of cantatas by Antonio Bononcini for 
which no complete scores remain. See Joseph Mantuani, ed., 
Tabulae codicum manu scriptorum praeter Graecos et Orientales
(Vienna: C. Geroldi, 1897), 9:71.




